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Abstract—The rapid evolution of MOOCs in recent years has produced a
change in the education of students and in the development of professional
skills. There is an increasing pressure on universities to establish procedures for
the recognition and certification of student participation in MOOCs. In order to
guarantee that the evaluation procedures are in line with the quality of the procedures traditionally established in the university, a proposal for an enhanced
peer assessment is required to allow a more precise review of the students' tasks
and the assessments provided by his colleagues, considering procedures of verification of originality and a complete rubric for the peer review that takes into
account reviewer’s history for a correct grade calibration. This paper describes
the implementation of the evaluation tool, and an experimental validation that
indicates that the majority of the students who have used the tool for the revision of assignments have generated grades closer to the revisions generated by
the professors in the study.
Keywords—P2P activity, peer assessment, semi-automatic evaluation, MOOC,
originality check, self-plagiarism, Learning Tools Interoperability

1

Introduction

Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs) have proliferated a lot in recent years.
Proof of this is the large number of platforms available for collaboration between
participants and the management of evaluations by the professor. Most important
MOOC platforms incorporate certification procedures. Certificates usually contain the
name of the University and the signature of the professors who teach the course, to
give the MOOC an academic relevance. In this way academic recognition takes place
beyond virtual badges [1].
The main difficulty encountered by universities in this new form of certification
lies in the lack of quality control of student learning assessments [2]. The fulfillment
of learning objectives at high levels of comprehension (detailed in Bloom's taxonomy
as learning, application, creation, etc.) presents a complex evaluation for environments with high number of students, where the evaluation tools are in general collaborative
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For the provision of exercises on free text fields, which require an effort of creativity of the student, two particular problems occur. As the proposed task has a nonunique solution, the correction of the exercise raises a certain subjectivity on the
peer’s side, who must have a rubric to perform the correction. The evaluation of the
work and the corrections are conditioned by the profile of the corrector, who, being
not a professional, can be demanding or benevolent or provide useless feedback to
other students [3].
In addition, creative creations and compositions are subject to plagiarism, which
frequently occurs given the limited experience of reviewers as proofreaders (as opposed to corrections made by the professor). The lack of automated mechanisms to
detect the plagiarism of assignments from other peers or resources on the Internet
often prevents the student from reaching the expected level of learning.
Thus, the objective of this work is the proposal of an evaluation framework for enhanced peer assessment in MOOCs, considering assignment and review analysis,
enabling students to check the originality of their assignments and their reviews and
facilitating professors the detection of low-level feedback or biased reviews.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related work in
modern evaluation methods in MOOCs, Section 3 includes the proposed evaluation
framework and its implementation. Section 4 presents an experimental validation and
result discussion. Finally, Section 5 provides some conclusions and future work.

2

Related work

This section describes the approaches that explore modern evaluation methods in
MOOCs, focusing on those which allow the prevention of biased corrections in academic writings, plagiarism and low-level feedback detection.
A new approach in the curriculum offered by the MOOCs considers the concept of
"specialization" [4] as a collection of online courses around a particular subject that
allows students to achieve a set of transversal competencies resulting from synergies
between courses, hardly achievable through a single educational product.
This training offer often comes from the adaptation of defined subjects with traditional teaching methods, such as master classes supported by slides. This has produced that the content and type of evaluation designed for MOOCs contains mostly
video-lessons, small exercises or quizzes [5]. Some authors consider that more learning strategies should be introduced from the field of distance learning [6]. In this
field, some authors provide a comparative study to assess e-learning platforms from
the distance learning's point of view [1]. Some authors maintain that the use of the
technologies allows automatic feedback through feedback generators [7], while others
consider that evaluation activities should be analyzed from the Bloom’s taxonomy
[8], maintaining that evaluations based only on quizzes do not reach deep levels of
learning [9], since these types of evaluation strategies only reach the levels of recall
and comprehension, from the point of view of conceptual knowledge. These authors
propose a greater participation of the students, through the contribution of educational
content [10] (participation in forums or spaces of debate) or evaluation through P2P
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techniques, allowing students to develop activities in higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy [9] (such as creation or application), requiring the feedback phase to provide a
deeper insight into metacognitive learning [11].
Evaluations of student behavior in performing P2P tasks describe attitudes to be
corrected, such as plagiarism [12], sometimes non-consciously, or poor quality feedback, attributed to a lack of training in evaluation [13] [14]. Some studies consider
that peer grades are higher [15], while others do not locate friendship bias in peer
assessment [16] but consider a peer assessment rubric to be essential for a more accurate evaluation [17]. All these works are centered on the academic research line and
require practical solutions that support improved assessment techniques in learning
environments with a high number of students, such as MOOCs.
Our work tries to cover the deficiencies detected in the mentioned studies, proposing an evaluation framework for assignment and review analysis, preventing from
plagiarism and facilitating the detection of low-level feedback or biased reviews.

3

Enhanced peer assessment in MOOC evaluation

In this section we describe the requirements of the evaluation framework and its
design, implementation and integration to other learning tools.
3.1

Problems of peer feedback

We have detected a number of problems in peer feedback that must be taken into
account as requirements of our evaluation environment.
There is little training of students in competencies related to work evaluation and
the provision of constructive feedback. We include in this category the students who
overwork in their revision, providing excessive feedback, mixing it with other questions or with their personal experience in doing the same work and also the so-called
“grammar police”, usually native students who focus their comments on questions
related to the use of English, and students who provide minimal feedback by only
accepting or rejecting the assignment, or providing destructive feedback. To address
these problems, we establish as a requirement REQ#1 the need for a conformance
review of the submissions and their subsequent revisions, so that they comply with
the publication rules established in the course. In order to properly detect the biased
reviews and those profiles that are too strict or benevolent with their revisions, we
propose to solve REQ#2: detection of reviewer’s opinion deviation regarding the
general opinion.
In the case of platforms that offer tools for the detection of plagiarism, such as
Coursera, there is a misinterpretation of the values of plagiarism, detecting accusations without exploring which are the similar references. In many cases the detected
fragments belong to the same author, which is known as self-plagiarism, which, for
exercises whose response does not have to be original, and assuming granted the
corresponding publication rights, the use of these contents for the delivery of exercises could be allowed. The contribution to the resolution of these problems leads us to
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the proposal of the requirement REQ#3: Accurate detection of plagiarism and selfplagiarism.
There is an absence of tools for feedback evaluation. Feedback evaluation is an
important aspect that allows us to know the knowledge and competences of the students related to the evaluation of works. We propose a rating of the feedback following the principles of the social network (likes, dislikes) through REQ#4: consider the
feedback ratings for the detection of a possible bias of the reviewer.
Rigid revision procedure: The usual platforms do not allow to have several rounds
of feedback, as it happens in review platforms for scientific articles, that would allow
ask for clarification, gauge student feedback based on student profiles, particular
strength, weaknesses, etc. This rigid procedure does not allow a bidirectional contact
between student and reviewer, and offers a little sense of reciprocity that causes the
student not to become involved in the community promoted by the course, so the term
peer assessment loses relevance. We propose as REQ#5 a configurable review process in the number of reviews by submission and the number of review rounds, with
anonymous communication between reviewer and reviewed.
3.2

Evaluation framework design

Considering the characteristics gathered in the state of the art and the requirements
described in the previous section, we propose the design of an evaluation environment
enabling enhanced peer assessment in MOOCs. The environment presents an architecture described in Figure 1.
The architecture presents the three roles that we consider in the evaluation process:
student, reviewer (usually a student who has to perform a review task) and professor,
who we consider as administrator of the course within the framework, although the
roles of professor and administrator can also be separated.
The evaluation framework is connected to a content provision platform that collects user submissions. The core of the evaluation framework is the MOOC evaluation
workflow engine, which is responsible for the review process logic. In this process,
the reviewers access the submissions through the revision panel, and send their revisions as input to the processes of similarity checking and conformance checking.
The conformance checker detects inadequate submissions (contributing to
REQ#1), considering empty documents, short revisions, incorrect file formats or
corrupted documents. If the conformance requirements are not fulfilled, the user will
be prompted to resend the assignment.
The similarity checker checks if there is a probability of plagiarism of the document and of the revision and gives a result that indicates the level of copy that has
occurred (therefore contributing to REQ#3). This similarity checker should compare
the work against other works previously delivered by the students in this edition of
the MOOC or in previous editions. It should also contrast the contributions of students against other documents on the Internet.
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Fig. 1. Evaluation framework architecture

Once the review is done, the set of revisions are published anonymously so that
students can do a review rating (as REQ#4 states). In this way a new measure is obtained that can be used to detect biased reviews and those profiles that are too strict or
benevolent with their reviews.
Finally, the review rating, reviewer profile and similarity results are used by the
grade calculator module to generate a rating. The administration dashboard allows the
professor/course administrator to set the parameters for an optimal calculation of
grades, as well as initiate review processes, manually assign revisions or generate
more feedback rounds if necessary, complying with REQ#5.
3.3

Evaluation process illustrated

In this section the developed evaluation process is described to be able to better illustrate the operation of all implemented components.
Step #1: Before the start of the submission period of the P2P task, the professor
should define the evaluation methodology in the administrator dashboard. One of the
necessary configurations is the choice of values to weight the reviewer's opinion deviation from other reviewers’ and also to weight revisions according to the students'
rating. He/she must also decide on configuration options related to the evaluation
methodology, such as the number of review iterations, if the reviews are anonymous,
and whether the review ratings process should occur. The proposed methodology
highly influences the improvement in student learning. Thus, it must be very carefully
designed. All this information is stored in a database.
Step #2: Students submit their assignments into the content provision platform
through the MOOC platform web interface (it can be a Moodle, Sakai, Open edX
LMS platform, etc.). This submission generates a web service request (usually a
HTTP POST operation) containing the student identity (typically his name, ID number, email and home country) and the submitted assignment.
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Step #3: The assignment is sent to be evaluated in the revision panel. In order to
protect the student’s identity, this operation is performed by means of a unique transaction number, so student’s personal information remains hidden in the database. The
assignment goes through the similarity check step. The similarity score is offered to
the reviewer in the revision panel.
Step #4: Results of the formal evaluation are sent to the conformance checker for
detection of some inconsistencies (detection of corrupted files, empty documents,
etc.) which may produce a revision resubmission. Also, the provided revision goes
through the similarity check step. The similarity scores (both of the assignment and
revision) are returned to the workflow engine to be stored in the database.
Step #5: Reviews are sent to the content provision platform, which lists all reviews
so that users can rate them. Reviews rating are then sent to the MOOC evaluation
engine to be stored in the database. Reviewers can see their review ratings in order to
check if their work corresponds to other student expectations and check if they correctly interpreted the provided rubric.
3.4

Scoring algorithm and calculation process design

This section proposes a scoring algorithm that takes into account the user's grading
history in the platform, the appreciation of the other users of the revisions made and
allows professors to configure a series of parameters for the calculation of the final
grade.
We consider an assignment !! consisting of a set of m revision requests
!! ! !!!!! ! !!" !, each made by a reviewer. The reviewer m has so far performed n
revisions, expressed by this set !! ! !!!! ! !!" !, considering the latter !!" the revision made or to be made for the assignment !! .
We define the average dispersion of a reviewer m as !! according to equation (1):
!! !

!
!!! !!" !!!

!

(1)

That is, the mean of the differences between !!" , the revision made for the assignment !! and !! , the average score of the assignment !! according to all the revisions
obtained. This average dispersion allows us to know the deviation of the opinion of
the reviewer with respect to the general opinion, and therefore to know if it is a strict
or benevolent reviewer, and to take it into account later to weigh its review against the
review of the other reviewers (thus, complying with REQ#2).
We consider the revision ! ! !!! !! !! !! !! !! that can take values from 0 to 5. We
define the rectified grading !" as the difference between the rating of each reviewer
and their average dispersion. We used the quantifier parameter of the mean dispersion
! to give the average dispersion a configurable weight with the professor. By default,
we have chosen this value of 0.5.
Finally, we defined a rating mechanism for revisions to comply with REQ#4. This
mechanism is based on the publication of revisions anonymously and on the provision
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of a mechanism so that other students can label revisions with "likes" or "dislikes",
following the model of well-known social networks.
For a revision !!! ! ! !! , we calculate the coefficient of appreciation !!! as
!!! ! !!! !!!"#$% ! !!"#$"%&# ! !, where q is a quantifier of appreciation that
weighs the revisions according to the students' valuation, by default we have associated ! ! !!!. We limit the coefficient of appreciation between a range to saturate when
there is a large number of likes and dislikes. The selected range is [1-2]. Finally we
define !! ! as the final score of !! , by equation (2):
!! ! ! !

!
!!! !!! !!!"!"
! !
!!! !!

(2)

With !! ! we normalize the weighted values through the quantifier of appreciation.

As can be seen, there are certain parameters that are configurable by the course
administrator and that regulate the effects of revision history, reviewers, and student
ratings of anonymized revisions. In the next section we describe the interface implemented to offer this customization environment to the course administrator.
3.5

Implementation and interoperability with other learning tools

We implemented our evaluation framework as a web application. Server part consist of the evaluation workflow engine, considered the core component in the architecture, rubric provider, grade calculator and conformance checker. These modules are
implemented in Node.js, for http libraries and core functionalities, Express.js for routing, sessions, front-end serving, and Sails.js for Model-View controller (MVC) pattern and DB connection.
The database is NoSQL, implemented in MongoDB, for easy integration with
server’s back-end. It stores evaluation assignment metadata, performed reviews and
review ratings, rubrics and, also, similarity results.
We developed two front-ends, the administration dashboard and the revisions panel. Front-ends are programmed in HTML5 with CSS3 styling with the help of Bootstrap and jQuery.
The administration dashboard provides the professor responsible for the course
with a list of submissions and revisions to match. The configuration tab is shown in
Figure 2. Number of reviews per submission and number of iterations can be configured. Also the usage of the rectified grading instead of the traditional grading, considering the dispersion quantifier measuring the bias in reviews.
The review rating panel allows the configuration of the quantifier of appreciation
!!! mentioned in Section 3.4, and the interval that allows us to limit the value of the
quantifier to high number of likes or dislikes.
The Save configuration button saves the customization options associated with a
specific course or assignment to the database.
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of administration dashboard - configuration

The reviewer's panel is shown in Figure 3, and allows reviewers to view the history
of revisions they have made (with no possibility of modification) and select a new
assigned review to perform. To do this, they must click on the "Open review form"
button where information about the submission is shown, such as the assignment
identifier, linked to the Content provision platform in this case Moodle, where the
delivered submission is presented, the similarity value offered by the similarity
checker and the link to open the similarity checker tool (in this case Turnitin).
If the reviewer wants to make sure that the percentage found corresponds to content of the same author, to other tasks previously delivered during the course, or to
other Internet resources, the reviewer can click on the Link to report link to open the
similarity checker tool.
Regarding the integration features of the proposed solution, the content provision
platform requires integration to the MOOC evaluation workflow engine, for user
authentication and information exchange related to assignment metadata (information
about the delivered assignment such as the delivery timestamp, author’s alias, assignment id and assignment url, for further retrieval from the revisions panel).
User generated feedback in the form of review ratings (see Figure 1) is also transmitted from content provision platform to the evaluation workflow engine. In the last
one we implemented a RESTful interface for easy communication and integration.
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of reviewer’s panel

Regarding the communication between the evaluation workflow engine and the
similarity checker we used the commercial similarity checker (Turnitin [18]) in order
to support these functionalities. We implemented an LTI protocol, which is a common
solution in educational tools based on the exchange of HTML forms using HTTP
operations. Briefly, the workflow engine acts as LTI consumer and the similarity
checker as LTI tool provider. Then, a LTI request sends the student’s assignment or
reviewer’s review and their identity to the similarity checker, which returns the results
of the revision in a response message. In order to protect the provided information
LTI requests are always signed.

4

Evaluation and results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed enhanced peer assessment, an
experimental validation was planned and conducted. A group of 20 students selected
for the experiment were registered as students of a MOOC course, created for validation purposes. Students had prior experience of participating in other MOOC plat-
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forms. The defined MOOC contained a selection of 4 videos from the Youtube’s
#Education channel. Students were asked to generate a one-page essay on one of the
videos, evaluating the current state of higher education and proposing an educational
approach. The videos were distributed among the students so that there were 5 students for each video. Once the submissions were made, students were asked to make
5 revisions on the same video they studied, according to a rubric provided, with
scores from 0 to 5 points.
Course administrator enabled the tools of detection of biased reviews, the low-level
revisions checker and the possibility to rate other student’s revision. The plagiarism
detector and the possibility of maintaining an anonymous exchange of messages if the
reviewer had any issues to resolve were initially deactivated. For review rating, the
students could evaluate the revisions of any other student, excluding those made on
their submission.
The reviewer was then given the opportunity to use the initially deactivated tools,
and the user was asked if he would like to change his rating.
There have been three results retrievals on this experiment. The first result set responds to submission ratings without considering bias correction or revision ratings,
we call it students#1. For the second result set we considered bias correction and
revisions, but neither the plagiarism detector nor the possibility of maintaining an
anonymous exchange of messages, we call it students#2. The last result set was produced considering all the functionalities of the correction environment, we call it
students#3.
Finally, three professors, authors of this work, reviewed and graded the 20 contributions according to the rubric provided, also from 0 to 5 points. The average value of
these grades constitutes the professors#1 result set.
In Table 1 we provide the statistical values of mean and standard deviation of the
results obtained. As can be seen the incorporation of assessment functionalities described as contributions in this paper increases the students' overall grade to resemble
the professor's overall grade. Related to the standard deviation, the samples collected
in the first experiment are more grouped in the mean values, while as the contributions are incorporated, the value of the standard deviation resembles the value calculated by professors, slightly more dispersed.
From the point of view of the significance of the data, we provide a histogram in
Figure 4 with the ratings grouped according to grading ranges from 0 to 5, representing the frequency on the ordinate axis.
Figure 4 shows that students#3 result set is closer to professors#1 than the rest of
the result sets. In addition, the scores between 3 and 4 predominate for all cases.
A t-student test was performed to check if the students# datasets were significantly
different from the professors#1 result set. The t-student test was configured with two
queues for dependent (paired) samples.
Table 1. Statistical values of provided experimentation
students#1

students#2

students#3

Mean

Values

3.15

3.19

3.21

3.24

Standard deviation

.847

.911

.957

1.047
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Fig. 4. Histogram of review grades by frequency

Results shown that students#2 results were significantly closer to professors#1 than
students#1 (confidence of >99%). Also students#3 was significantly closer to professors#1 than students#1 (confidence of >99%). Finally, students#3 was significantly
closer to professors#1 than students#2 (confidence of >95%). These results are expected, and show how the assessments made by the students increase in quality as the
contributions proposed in this work are incorporated into their revisions, taking as
reference model the revisions made by professors.
A qualitative analysis of the values of the revisions allows us to describe certain
phenomena. In the case of the habilitation of the similarity check tool (Turnitin), there
were 4 occasions in which the reviewers changed their review grade after using the
tool, in 50% of cases was to decrease the grade and in the other 50 % to increase it.
This indicates that having a tool for detection of similarities does not necessarily produce greater rigor in the reviews, but allows better adjustment of the score if we take
as a reference the revisions made by professors.

5

Conclusions and future works

In this paper we have proposed an evaluation framework for enhanced peer assessment in MOOCs, considering assignment and review analysis, enabling students
to check the originality and their works and their reviews and facilitating professors
the detection of low-level feedback and biased reviews.
An analysis of the problems commonly encountered in the evaluation platforms of
MOOCs is proposed and requirements that give rise to the design of a system architecture are stablished. The proposed evaluation framework consists of a set of functional modules that perform the functions of assignment retrieval, review's similarity
checking and conformance checking, rubric provision, and review rating provision. It
is also described the integration of the environment with the content provision platform and with the professional similarity checking tools, through standard interfaces
(LTI).
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The scores obtained are calculated according to a scoring algorithm that takes into
account the deviation of the opinion of the reviewer regarding the general opinion of
the other reviewers. The review grading allows, according to a coefficient of appreciation, to weigh the revisions according to the students' assessment.
Once this environment is implemented, it is evaluated by comparing students' assessments on certain tasks with the assessment of professors of those same tasks,
using the same evaluation rubrics. The results indicate that the functions of assignment and review analysis, originality check and biased review correction offer more
precise grading of the assignments.
Future work will focus on the profiling of student and reviewer in MOOC environments. This will allow us to more accurately categorize the reviewer's opinion, in
order to detect possible deviations that may initially be compensated, but also in order
to communicate to the student. In this way, the student will be able to correct these
deviations, thus providing an added educational value to the course offered, developing the competency of review and work evaluation, creativity and teamwork, transversal competences defined in the new European Higher Education Area (EHEA).
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